
The Seer of Mendacium
Here’s what the players have heard: It is said that the mysterious Seer of the Cavern of Mendacium can help men and women of valor fulfill their destiny by
granting them a quest. A grand, dangerous Quest of Destiny that will secure their fortunes and their place in history.

The Seer’s cave is guarded by all manner of occult creatures and traps. Anyone who can evade or defeat the Cavern’s defenses will gain an audience with the Seer.

In exchange for a boon, usually a small treasure, the powerful Seer will then reveal the mighty quest that is the player’s true Destiny.

Here’s the Truth: There is no Seer of Mendacium. A minor cutpurse named Wormsworth stumbled upon, and then tried to loot the abandoned lair of some long-dead
sorcerer. He reached the wizard’s inner sanctum where he managed to activate the magical defenses of the cavern.

He then set himself up as a “Seer”, inviting adventurers to brave the Cavern’s defenses. If they die, he loots the bodies. If they live, he accepts their gift, and makes
up some nonsensical quest on the spot.

1 - Hobgoblin Ambush
A rocky stair leads down to a boulder-strewn cavern. A band of
hobgoblins (assume 2 for each player), in league with Wormsworth wait
here to ambush adventurers. They generally hide behind boulders until
they attack.

2 - Hobgoblin Lair
This cavern is where the Hobgoblins live and store their loot. It’s full of
weapons, adventurer’s equipment, and a bit of gold.

3 - Bridge of Intellect
Across a bottomless chasm there’s a bridge made of 7 stone slabs
suspended by chains from the ceiling. An archway is clearly visible on
the other side of the bridge. The bridge is the only way to cross the
chamber.

As soon the players enter this room a magical voice will rumble from
the depths below:

“This is the Bridge of Intellect. Step with wisdom or face great peril…”
Printed on each bridge panel is a number and a runic symbol: 2 -Crow,
3-Fire, 5-Water, 7-Forest, 11-Stone, 13-Sky, 17-Valor

If the players step onto any of the seven panels there is a 2 in 6 chance
it will activate a magical arrow trap. A poison arrow will arc up from
below, striking whoever stepped on the panel. If the players walk across
the bridge, each of them will have to roll 7 times for each panel. If they
run, they’ll only have to roll three times. If they swing from the chains
or find some other method to cross, the arrows will not be activated.

The numbers and runes mean nothing. Wormsworth couldn’t program
the magical defenses to set the bridge puzzle properly, so he just set it
to fire at random.

4 - Guardian of the Seer
Bronze construct (HD 5) in the form of a knight standing in front of two
emerald green doors carved with mystic runes. With a wheezing,
clanking voice it will address the party:

“What is the nature of Humanity? Speak truly and pass…”
The Guardian doesn’t really care what answer the players give. Any
even vaguely reasonable nonsense answer will be accepted as correct,
and the players will be allowed to pass.

The Guardian will only attack if the players attack it, or try to force
their way past it.

5 - Hall of the Seer
A large circular room with dramatic mystical tapestries covering
the walls. The tapestries conceal the door to the Secret Room (#6)

The room is littered with strange sorcerous devices, used to
summon creatures and control the magical defenses of the cave.

Wormsworth (HD 2) is here, dressed in the dead wizard’s elaborate
summoning outfit, with a silvered dome helmet hiding his face. He
will address the players:

“Mighty travelers, you have proven yourself worthy. Grant me a small
token, and I shall grant you a Quest of Destiny…”
If given anything of value, he will invent a quest for the players.
Roll on the Bullshit Quest Table.

If attacked, he will use one of the wizard’s control panels to fill the
room with blinding light for a few seconds, while he flees to the
Secret Room of Opulence. There, he’ll grab what he can, and flee
through the escape tunnel.

6 - Secret Room of Opulence
Wormsworth lives in this crumbling but
opulent bedroom. It’s stuffed floor to
ceiling with all the treasures he
has scammed out of foolish
adventurers. There’s an escape
tunnel leading back to a secret
exit on the surface.

Bullshit Quest Table
Roll 1d6 on the tables below:

Destiny has chosen you to:
1-Find 2-Destroy 3-Wield 4-Recover 5-Hide 6-Repair
The mighty object:
1-Ring 2-Crown 3-Sword 4-Staff 5-Gauntlet 6-Wand
Of:
1-Shadow 2-Light 3-Cosmic Power 4-Destiny 5-Fire 6-Truth
It can be found in a far-off:
1-Cavern 2-Lost City 3-Magic Island 4-Wizard’s Tower 5-Jungle Ruin
6-Treacherous Mountain
It’s the only thing that can defeat the:
1-Dark Lord 2-Rogue Wizard 3-Bandit King 4-Evil Queen 5-Demonic
Invader 6-Terrible Dragon


